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Real Opportunities for 
students with SEN to 
SHINE

“Using the ROSENSHINE principles of effective instruction to 
support our learners with SEND”
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Part 1
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Recap of Rosenshine's Principles of Effective 
Instruction
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Sequencing Concepts + Modelling

Questioning

Review

Stages of Practise



Concepts + Models
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New material – small steps

Provide models

Provide scaffolds for 
difficult tasks



Present new material 
using small steps
“ Only present small amounts of new 
material at any time and then assist students 
as they practice this material.”
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Big Picture

Build on current knowledge

Small steps – steady footing

Build their own scaffold

Links to experiencing success

Pace



Provide models
“Providing students with models and worked 
examples can help students learn to solve 
problems faster.”
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Big picture

WAGOLL

Visual, concrete, manipulative



Provide scaffolding for difficult tasks

• Cognitive apprenticeship

• Writing Frames
• Paragraph Structures (PEE, 

Squid, Petal)
• Exemplars – WAGOLL 
• Strategic Thinking
• Predict and Pre-empt



Questioning
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Ask

Check 
understanding



Ask questions

• I – What’s the capital of Italy?
• R – Paris
• F – No, Paris is the capital of 

France

• I – how do you spell disgrace
• R – d, I, s, g, r, a, s, s
• F – disgrace, grace as in the girl’s 

name Grace.
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Cold Calling No Opt Out

Say It Again, 
Better

Think, Pair, 
Share

Dialogic talk



Check for student 
understanding
The wrong way to check for understanding is 
to ask only a few questions, call on 
volunteers to hear their usually correct 
answers, and then assume that all of the 
class either understands or has now learned 
from hearing the volunteers’ responses. 
Another error is to ask, “are there any 
questions?” and, if there aren't any, assume 
that everybody understands. Another error, 
particularly with older children, is to assume 
that it is not necessary to check for 
understanding, and that simply repeating the 
points will be sufficient.
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String theory proposes that the fundamental 
constituents of the universe are one-dimensional 
“strings” rather than point-like particles. What we 
perceive as particles are actually vibrations in loops 
of string, each with its own characteristic frequency.

The universe is everything, so it isn't expanding into 
anything. It's just expanding. All of the galaxies in the 
universe are moving away from each other, and every 
region of space is being stretched, but there's no 
centre they're expanding from and no outer edge to 
expand into anything else.



Midway conclusion
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Task
Principle What this 

principle means 
to me

Where SEND 
students might 
struggle

How I might
overcome that?

Example: Present new 
material using small steps

Breaking down the end 
goal (big picture) into 
small achievable steps 
that my students can meet 
with scaffolded support.

• Not knowing my 
students well enough 
to recognise where the 
steps need to be 
smaller.

• Not knowing how firm 
the foundations are 
before building the 
next step.

• Showing students the 
big picture/end goal 
and getting them to 
tell me what the steps 
are (self-scaffold – but 
as a class).  

• Getting students to 
RAG the steps, which 
ones do they 
individually think they 
might struggle with?


